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Villa Ariya
Region: Canggu Sleeps: 10

Overview
Nestled amidst the enchanting landscapes of Pecatu, Bali, Villa Ariya stands 
as a true testament to luxury and tranquillity. This exquisite villa offers an 
unparalleled escape into paradise for those seeking an unforgettable tropical 
retreat.

Upon arrival, guests are immediately captivated by the villa's contemporary 
design seamlessly blended with traditional Balinese aesthetics. The 
architecture boasts clean lines, open spaces, and a thoughtful layout that 
optimizes natural light and ventilation. Surrounded by lush greenery and 
tropical flora, Villa Ariya provides an immersive experience in the heart of 
nature.

The villa features five spacious and elegantly appointed bedrooms designed 
for comfort and relaxation. Rich wooden furnishings, plush bedding, and 
vibrant local artwork create an atmosphere that is both luxurious and 
authentic. The en-suite bathrooms are a sanctuary of their own, offering deep 
soaking tubs and rain showers that promise rejuvenation after a day of 
exploration.

Villa Ariya's living spaces exude sophistication and warmth. The open-plan 
living area seamlessly connects to the lush outdoor environment, offering an 
unobstructed view of the private infinity pool. Guests can unwind on the 
comfortable loungers, take a refreshing dip, or simply bask in the tropical sun 
while relishing the tranquil ambience.

For those with a penchant for culinary delights, the villa presents a modern 
and fully equipped kitchen. Guests can indulge in a private chef experience, 
savouring gourmet meals indoors or al fresco by the pool. The dedicated 
dining area provides the perfect setting for shared meals and unforgettable 
conversations.

The villa's prime location offers easy access to some of Bali's most sought-
after attractions. From the iconic Uluwatu Temple to the renowned surf breaks 
of Padang Padang Beach, adventure is always within reach. For a relaxing 
day, the nearby Dreamland Beach beckons with its golden sands and azure 
waters.

Villa Ariya ensures an unforgettable stay with its range of amenities and 
services. A dedicated villa manager is available to cater to guests' needs, from 
arranging excursions to organizing in-villa spa treatments. Whether it's a 
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family vacation, a romantic getaway, or a group retreat, Villa Ariya promises 
an unparalleled blend of luxury and Bali's natural beauty, creating memories 
that will linger long after the journey home. Indulge in the allure of Villa Ariya 
and immerse yourself in the quintessential Balinese escape.

Facilities
Villa/House  •  Wow Factor  •  Instagrammable  •  Modern  •  Wellness  •  
Recommended  •  Ideal for Babies & Toddlers  •  Air-Con  •  Walk to Village  •  
<1hr to Airport  •  Microwave  •  Coffee Machine  •  Safety Deposit Box  •  
Safety Deposit Box  •  Safety Deposit Box  •  Safety Deposit Box  •  Safety 
Deposit Box  •  Smart TV  •  Parking Space  •  Historical Sites
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Interior & Grounds
Villa Interiors
- Enclosed living area and dining area
- Open-plan kitchen 
- Five bedrooms with en-suite bathrooms 
- Three king beds, one queen + two bunk beds
- Entertainment room

Outside Grounds 
- Lush garden
- Private infinity pool 
- Outdoor furniture

Additional Facilities
- Wifi 
- Cable TV
- Kids toys
- Safety deposit boxes
- Sound system 
- Car park 
- Baby cot 
- High chair 
- Blender 
- Badminton set 
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Location & Local Information
Located in the heart of Pecatu, a charming coastal village on the southwestern 
tip of Bali, Villa Ariya boasts an idyllic location that perfectly captures the 
essence of this enchanting island. Pecatu, known for its breathtaking 
landscapes, stunning beaches, and rich cultural heritage, provides an 
exquisite backdrop for an unforgettable getaway.

Perched on a hillside overlooking the azure Indian Ocean, Villa Ariya offers 
panoramic views that extend to the horizon. This strategic vantage point not 
only affords guests with sweeping vistas of the ocean's expanse but also 
treats them to awe-inspiring sunsets that paint the sky with hues of gold and 
orange. From the villa's terraces and infinity pool, visitors can immerse 
themselves in the natural beauty of Bali, witnessing the play of light on the 
waves and feeling the gentle sea breeze.

A true haven for surf enthusiasts, Pecatu is renowned for its world-class 
waves and is home to some of Bali's most famous surf breaks. The villa's 
proximity to iconic surf spots like Padang Padang Beach and Uluwatu Beach 
makes it an ideal base for those looking to ride the waves or witness the 
artistry of skilled surfers mastering the ocean's challenges.

For those seeking cultural exploration, the revered Uluwatu Temple is a 
stone's throw away from Villa Ariya. Perched on towering cliffs overlooking the 
sea, this temple offers a glimpse into Bali's spiritual heritage while providing a 
dramatic backdrop for the traditional Kecak dance performances at sunset.

Pecatu is also known for its vibrant beach club scene, offering opportunities for 
leisure and entertainment. The world-famous Single Fin Beach Club is within 
easy reach, where visitors can enjoy live music, refreshing cocktails, and an 
energetic atmosphere that encapsulates Bali's laid-back yet vibrant vibe.

Nature lovers will find solace in the nearby Bukit Peninsula, characterized by 
rugged cliffs, hidden coves, and verdant landscapes. Balangan Beach, 
another gem of Pecatu, invites travellers to relax on its pristine sands and 
swim in its crystalline waters.

Villa Ariya's location in Pecatu offers an immersive experience that 
encompasses Bali's diverse offerings. From breathtaking ocean vistas and 
world-class surf breaks to cultural landmarks and vibrant beach clubs, guests 
at Villa Ariya can indulge in the very best that Bali has to offer, all while 
basking in the comfort of an exquisite luxury villa.

Local Amenities

Nearest Airport Ngurah Rai International Airport
(14.8 km)
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Nearest Village Petjatu
(4.1 km)

Nearest Restaurant Pempek Wak Giam
(2.5 km)

Nearest Bar/Pub White Rabbit Lounge
(1.9 km)

Nearest Beach Melasti beach 
(7.7 km)

Nearest Golf New Kuta Golf Club
(4.9 km)

Nearest Supermarket Nirmala Supermarket Pecatu
(1.9 km)
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What you should know…
Villa Ariya's hillside perch provides breathtaking views but might not be suitable for those uncomfortable with heights or 
families with young children who need constant supervision.

While the villa is close to attractions, some areas might require transportation, so it's advisable to have transportation options 
arranged for convenient exploration.

Being nestled in a tropical setting, guests should be prepared for the possibility of encountering insects and wildlife, and it's 
recommended to take necessary precautions to ensure a comfortable stay.

What we love
Villa Ariya offers stunning panoramic views of the Indian Ocean, providing a 
mesmerizing backdrop for relaxation and creating unforgettable moments.

This villa seamlessly combines modern design with Balinese aesthetics, 
offering a luxurious and comfortable atmosphere for an indulgent vacation.

Located in Pecatu, guests can easily access iconic destinations like Uluwatu 
Temple, renowned surf spots, and vibrant beach clubs, ensuring an enriching 
and vibrant Bali experience.

What you should know…
Villa Ariya's hillside perch provides breathtaking views but might not be suitable for those uncomfortable with heights or 
families with young children who need constant supervision.

While the villa is close to attractions, some areas might require transportation, so it's advisable to have transportation options 
arranged for convenient exploration.

Being nestled in a tropical setting, guests should be prepared for the possibility of encountering insects and wildlife, and it's 
recommended to take necessary precautions to ensure a comfortable stay.
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Terms & Conditions
- Security deposit: Client's card details may be requested as a guarantee

- Arrival time: 14:00 - 22:00

- Departure time: 12:00

- Energy costs included?: Yes, including pool towels.

- Heating costs included?: Yes, including pool towels.

- Linen & towels included?: Yes, including pool towels.

- End of stay cleaning included?: Yes. However, guests are required to leave the accommodation clean, tidy and in the same condition as on their arrival. Any extra cleaning, laundry, maintenance and/or garbage disposal 
required will be charged against the security deposit

- Internet access?: Wi-Fi internet access included

- Minimum stay: 5 nights during Christmas and New Years, 2-4 on other dates

- Changeover day: Flexible

- Pets welcome?: Not allowed

- Smoking Allowed?: Not permitted

- Insurance: It is recommended that all guests take out insurance to cover against potential cancellation and any accidental damage caused during your stay at the property.

Nyepi (Silent) Day 
Please be informed that Bali island celebrates Nyepi (Silent) Day each year on the dates below. Nyepi Day is a day of absolute silence throughout the island and it is observed from 6 AM until 6 AM the next morning. No 
outdoor activities are allowed and there will be no check-in and check-out from properties on 14 March 2021, 03 March 2022 and 22 March 2023.


